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0. Introduction 
Let R be a ring with an identity and Mod-R a category of unital right 
R-modules. Let (9, @) be a torsion theory in Mod-R. A homomorphism g : Ad + N 
is said to be a localization of At if Ker(g), Cok(g) E 9, N E 9 and N is divisible, 
where a module AR is divisible iff HomR ( - , A ) is exact on all short exact 
sequences O-, X’+ X + X”-,O with X” E 4. Then it is known that for an 
arbitrary M E Mod-R, the localization of 1M exists if ($9) is hereditary. 
Now we can consider the dual case. We call a homomorphism f : L + A4 a 
colocalization of 1M if Ker(f), CokCf) E 9, L E 9 and L is codivisible, where 
codivisible means the dual of divisible, i.e. AR is codivisible iff HomR(A, - ) Is 
exact on all short exact sequences O-+X’-, X-, X”_*O with X’E % 
Recently R.J. McMaster [9] has proved the existence and the uniqueness (up to 
’ an insomorphism) of the colocalization for every M E Mod-R when (9,s) is 
generated by a projective module. However it seems to us that we do not know the 
necessary and sufficient condition on (.%, 9) for the existence of the colocalization 
for every 1M E Mod-R. 
So in Section 1 showing generally the uniqueness of it, we shall prove that the 
colocalization of 2M exists for every 1M E Mod-R if and only if 9 is closed under 
factor modules, :.e. 9 is a TTF-class (in the sense of Jans [S]). 
In Section 2 we shall dualize the method of Section 1. Then we can prove the 
localization of M exists for every M E Mod-R if and only if (9; 9) is hereditary. 
It is to be noted that in our proofs in Sections 1 and 2 we do not take projective 
covers (even if they exist) and injective envelopes. 
Section 3 is devoted to prove the results of Kato [7] for the sake of the reader’s 
convenience, and our proofs are somewhat different from his. 
In Section 4 we shall investigate the properties of the colocalization of the ring R. 
If p : n + R is the colocalization of R, then A is not only an R-R-bimodule but 
* also a ring (not necessarily with an identity). And if R is co mutative A is also 
commutative. 
Let C be a functor from Mod-R to Mod-R which associties 1M with C(M), the 
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colocalization of A4 with respect o (.%, @), for every 2M e Mod-R. Then we shall 
prove that C = (- @,&. Next consider the other part (SF, 9) of the TTF-theory 
(supposing a TTF-class), and let & be a full subcategory of Mod-R such that 
Qb 65 = {M E Mod-R 1 C(M) = A4) and 2’ a full subcategory of Mod-R such that 
Ob 9 = {M e Mod-R 1 L(M) = M}, where L(M) means the localization of 1M with 
respect to ($,a). Then 6 is a Grothendieck category and Hom(A,, -) and 
(- @Rn) induce an equivalence between g and 3. From this result it follows that 
L = HOI&&, - ) if we consider L a functor as well as C, so in particular 
L(R) = End(AR) as rings and bimodules. 
In Section 5 we shall prove some equivalent conditions for a TTF-theory. And as 
a striking result we can obtain: Let P and P’ be projective modules uch that 
trace(PR) = trace(Ph), S = Fnd(PR) and S’ = End(P fr), then the following state- 
ments hold. SP is flat if and only if SSP’ is flat; SP is projective if and only if SSP’ is 
projective. 
1 l Golocalization 
Let (9, @) be a torsion theory in Mod-R and t a torsion functor with respect 
to (,a, 9). 
Proposition 1.1. Let fi : L1 -+ M, and ft : LZ -3 M2 be colocalitations (with respect to 
(9,s)) of MI and M2 respectively. Let g : MI -3 M2 be a homomorphism. Then there 
exists a unique homomorphism h : Ll-+ L2 such that gfi = fib. 
Proof. Clearly we obtain the diagram 
Since Ker(fi) is torsion-froze and L1 is codivisible, there exists a homomorphism 
h : L1 4 L2 which makes the above diagram commutative. h is unique since L1 is 
torsion. Thus h is the desired homomorphism. 
Corollary 1.2 (Uniqueness of colocalizations). Let fl : L, --) M and fi : Lz+ M be two 
colocalizations of M. Then L, = La. 
Corollary 1.3. If every M E Mod-R has its colocalization C(M)+ M, then C is a 
functor from Mod-R to Mod-R by considering the colocalization as a natural 
transformation between C and the identity functor of Mod-R. *We call this C the 
colocalization functor. 
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Lemma 1.4, lf MR is codivisible and N is an arbitrary torsion 
M/N is also codivisible. 
Proof. Clear. 
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submodule of M, then 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose 9 is closed under factor modules. For a homomorphism 
f : X + M, if f is an epimorphism and M is torsion, then f 1 t(X) : t(X)+ M is also an 
epimorphism, and if X is torsion and Ker(f) is torsion-free, then Ker(f) is small in X. 
Proof. Suppose f is an epimorphism and M is torsion. Put fit(X)) = N, then f 
induces an epimorphism p: X/t(X)* M/N. By the assumption, the fact that 
X/t(X) is torsion free implies that M/N is also torsion-free. On the other hand 
M/N is torsion since M is torsion. Hence M = N = #(t(X)). 
Next suppose that X is torsion and Ker(f) is torsion-free. Let Y be a submodule 
of X such that Y + Ker(f) = X. Then clearly X/Y = Ker(f)iY n KerCf). -41~0 
clearly X/Y is torsion and Ker(f)/Y n Ker(f) is torsio+free. Hence X = Y. 
Theorem 1.6. The colocalization exists for every M E Mod-R if and only if 9 is 
closed under factor modules. 
Proof. Suppose that every module has its colocalization. Let MR be torsion-free 
and K any submodule of M. Put t(M/K) = L/K and let f : C(L/K)+ L/K be the 
colocalization. Then f is an epimorphism since L/K is torsion. Because C(L/K) is 
codivisible and K is torsion-free, there exists a homomorphism g : C(L/K) ---) L 
such that the diagram 
C(L/K) g /I f 
O-,K+L-,L/K+O 
is commutative. But L is torsion-free, hence g = 0, &ich implies f = 0. Since f is 
an epimorphism, L/K = 0. Thus $ is closed under factor modules. 
Conversely suppose that 9 is a TTF-class. For an arbitrary M E Mod-R, let 
04 K + P + t(M)+ 0 be an exact sequence with PR projective. Then this induces 
a further exact sequence O+ K/t(K)-, P/t( )‘- t(M)‘-bO, By Lemma 1.4 and 
1.5, there exists a homomorphism g : P/t(K) d+ t(P/t(K)) such that the diagram 
/ 
)) n t(P/t(K))-+ t( ft(K))- 
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is comlmutative. It is easy to see that g 1 t(P/t(K)) = lr(P,,tKjj. Thus t(P/t(K)) is a 
direct summand of P/t(K), and this fact implies that t(P/t(K)) is codivisible. Hence 
the cojmposition 
t(P/t(X))-, t(M)+ M 
is the colocalization of M. 
Definition. A torsion theory (A 9) is c&ereditary if 9 is a TTF-class. 
For the rest of this section (.%, ‘9) means cohereditary. 
Corollrrry 1.7. If MR is torsion, I hen the colocalitation C(M) -3 M is a minimal 
epimorphism. 
Lemma 1.8. Let LR f, MR A i& -+ 0 be exact. Then t(g) is an @morphism and 
t(Xer(t(g))) = Im(t(f)). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.5, t(g) is an epimorphism. Next consider the diagram 
t(L)2 t(M)= t(N)-+0 
1 1 1 
L’- MB’N+O. 
IwfMwwtw~~ is clear since Im(tCf)) CKer(t(g)). Because the lower row is 
exact, t(Ker(t(g))) C t(Im(f)). Hence by Lemma 1.5, Im(t(f)) 3 t(Ker(t(g))). There- 
fore Im(t(f)) = t(Ker(t(g))). 
Proposition 1.9. C is right exact. 
Proof. Let 
be exacrt. Consider the diagram 
c(L)= C(M)-= C(N) 
where h’, h and h” are naturallg induced from colocalizations. C(g) is an 
epimorphism since Ker(h “) is small in C(N). Therefore Ker( C(g)) is torsion. By 
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Lemma 1.8, it is easy to see that Ker(C(g)) = Im(Ccf)) + Ker(h) n Ker(C(g)). But 
Ker(h) n Ker(C(g)) is torsion-free and Ker(C(g)) is torsion, hence Im(C(j’)) = 
Ker(C(g)). This proves that C(L) 2 C(M)-% C(N)--, 0 is exact. 
. 
2. Localization 
Again let ($9) be an arbitrary torsion theory in Mod-R. ’ 
Proposition 2.1. Let g, : A& + IV1 and g2 : A& -+ IV2 be localizations (with respect to 
(.%, S)) of MI and M2 respectively. Let f : MI * MZ be a homomorphism. Then there 
exists a unique homomorphism h : N, + N2 such that hg, = g2h. 
proof. We obtain the diagram 
O-, M,/Ker(gJ-* N,+ Cok(g&+O 
J r’ 
O-, M2/Ker(g2)-* N2+ Cok(g,)* 0. 
Since N2 is divisible and Cok(gJ is torsion, there exists a homomorphism 
h : N1 --) N2 which makes the above diagram commutative. Then a routine verifica- 
tion shows that this g is the desired homomorphism. 
Corollary 2.2 (Uniqueness of localizations). Let gl : M + NI and g2 : M + Nz be two 
localizations of M. Then N, = N2. 
Corollary 2.3. If every M E Mod-R has its localization M + L(M), then L is a 
functor from Mod-R to Mod-R by considering the localization as a natural 
transformation between the identity functor of Mod-R and L. 
Lemma 2.4. If MR is divisible and N is any submodule of M such that M/N is 
torsion-free, then N is also divisible. 
Proof. Let OA X’-‘* X-, X”-0 be exact with X” torsion and g : X’+ N a 
homomorphism. Then there exists a homomorphism h : X -3 M such that hf = ig, 
where i is an inclusion map N c-, M, since M is divisible. We want to show that 
Im(h) C N. The sequence 
Xh-M-+M/N 
factors to X + X/f(X)-, M/N, where M - M/N and X 4 X/f (X’) are canonical 
maps and X/f( /N is induced from h. ut by the assumption, 
torsion and M/N is torsion-free, hence X/f(X’)-+ M/N is a zero map. Therefore 
Iv(h) C N. This proves that N is divisible. 
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose ($9) is hereditary. Let f : M -+ X be a monomorphism and 
MR is torsion-free. Then f induces a monomorphism M -&B X + X/t(X), where 
X + X/t(X) is canonical. 
If MR is torsion-free and K is a submodule of M such that M/K is torsion, then M is 
an essential extension of K. 
Proof. The former part is obvious. Let M be torsion-free and K a submodule of M 
such that M/K is torsion. Let X be a submodule of M such that X 0 K = 0. Then 
(K + X)/K = X. Hence X is torsion and torsion-free since (.%, 9) is hereditary. 
Thus X = 0 and M is an essential extension of K. 
Theorem 2.4. The localization t xists for every M E Mod-R if and only if ($9) is 
hereditary. 
Proof. Suppose that every mod Jle has its localization. Let MR be torsion and K an 
arbitrary submodule of M. Let g : K/t(K)-, L(K/t(K)) be the localization. Then g 
is a mor:omorphism since K/t(K) is torsion-free. Because L(K/t(K)) is divisible 
and M/K is torsion, there exkts a homomorphism f: M/t(K)+ L(K/t(K)) such 
that the diagram 
O-+ K/t(K)+ M/t(K)-+ M/K -+O 
is commutative. But M/t(K) is torsion, hence f = 0, which implies g = 0. Since g is 
a monomorphism, K/t(K) = 0. Thus (.%, 9) is hereditary. 
Conversely suppose that (9,s) is hereditary. Let M E Mod-R and O-, 
M/t(M)-5 E A N-0 be exact with ER an injective moduke. Put g-‘(t(N)) = 
E’, then E/E’= N/t(N), which is torsion-free. Hence by Lemma 2.4, EA is 
divisible. We obtain the exact sequence 
( ) * O-, M/t(M)‘-,E’L t(N)+O. 
Then by L,emma 215, M/t(M)& E’A E’/t(E’) is a monomorphism, where v 
is a canonical map. Thus (*) induces a commutative diagram 
O-+M/t(M)-fL, E’ 8’ t(N)-+ 0 . 
II I 
O-, -% t( V)/g’(t(E’))+O, 
where rows are exact. ence there I?xists a homomorphism h : 
ihat the diagram 
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‘It@‘) 8:, t(N)lg’(t(E’)) -0 
E’/t(E’) 
is commutative since E’ is divisible and t(N)/g’(t(E’)) is torsion. It is easy to see 
that ?rh = 1E’ll(E3. Thus E’/i(E’) is a direct summand of E’, which implies that 
E’/t(E ‘) is torsion-free divisible. Hence the composition A4 + 
M/t(M)~ E ‘/t(E ‘) is the localization of M, where A4 ---, M/t(M) is a canonical 
map. 
For the rest of this section (9,s) means hereditary. 
Corollary 2.7. If MR is torsion-free, then the localization M + L(M) is an essential 
extension of M. 
Lemma 2.8. Let O+ LR f_ MR “, NR be exact. Then iat the induced sequence 
LIt( M/t(M) 9, N/t(N), fis a monomorphism and Ker(g)/Im(f) is torsion. 
Proof. Let x E L and f(x)E t(M). Then since f is a monomorph%m, x E t(L). 
Hence 7 is a monomorphism. It is easy to see that Ker(jj)/Im(f) = 
g-‘(t(N))/(t(M) + ImU)). On the other hand g-‘(t(N))/ImCf) = t(M/lm(f)). Hence 
Ker(g)/Jm(f) is torsion. 
Proposition 2.9. L is left exact. , 
Proof. Let O-4 X’ LX&X” be exact in Mod-R. Consider the diagram 
o-, X,lt(X++ X/t(X)~ x”ft(X”) 
It L(f) !,, t(g) Li-, 
L(X’)- - II ? 
where h’, h and h’ aare naturally induced from localizations. L(f) is a monomor- 
phism since h ’ is an essential extension of X’/t(X’). Since h-‘(Ker(L (g)) n 
Im(h)) = Ker(g) and L(X’) is divisible, Ker(L(g)) n Im(h)CIm(LCf)) by Lemma 
m(h ), which is torsion - 
L is left exact. 
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3. MorNa contexts, colocalizatio~ and Iocallzation 
Let S be a ring with an identity, Mod-S a category of unita right S-modules and 
all left or right S-modules unital. 
Dehition 3.1. Let & and RQS be bimodules. A Morita context (P, Q) is a pair cf P 
and Q with the following conditions. 
(i) There exist bimodule homomorphisms (called puirings) 
( -,-):Q&P-)R 
and 
i -,-]:P@Q-)5. 
(ii)Forallp,p’EPandq,q’ci8,(q,p)q’=q[p,q’]and[p,q]p’=p(q,p’bhold. 
The images of,( - , - ) and c - , - ] are called truce ideals and denoted by I and J 
respectively. 
In this section (P, Q), (- ,, -), [ - , - 1, I and J mean as above. 
iUotations 
(1) 4, = {NE Mod-R 1 A41 = M}, 
(2) % = {M E Mod-R 1 IMI == 0}, 
(3) 95 = {N E Mod-S 1 NJ = O}, 
(4) 9, = {N E Mod-S 1 AnnN (.I) = 0) 
Lemma 3.1. 4, is a torsion class and 9, is a torsion-free class. 
Proof. Easily verified by direct computations. 
Following T. Kato, we define new terminologies. 
Definition 3.2. MR is I-projective if MR is codivisible with respect to (.9$, 35). 
Definition 3.3. A homomorphsim f : L --) M is the I-colo~alization of MR if f is the 
colocalization of M with respect o (9,, 9,). 
NS is J-injective if Ns is divisible with respect o (P,, 9?,). 
efinition 3.5. A homomorphism g : N + Y is the I-localization of RTS if g is the 
localization of N with respect o (sJ, 9.,). 
. In general (&, 9.) and (sJ, 9.,) are not torsion theori ut definitions 
2.2 are applicable to (& 9”) and (9$, 9,) respectively. oreover we can 
prove the uniqueness of the I-cclocalization and J-localization. 
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Definition 3.6. JV is J-flat if any exact sequence O+ Y+ Ys -+ Y+O with 
YV = 0, the induced sequence O+ Y’ Q& N 3 Y @s N --) Y” @s N + 0 is exact. 
Lemma 3.2.. PI = .TP. 
Proof. Clear by the definition of the Morita context. 
Proposition 3.3. PI = P if and only if Gen(&) = 4i,, where Gen(PR) = {M E 
Mod-R 1 z Im(f) = A& f E HomR (P, M)}. 
Proof. The proof is left to the reader. 
Corollary 3.4. If PI = P then I and J are idempotent. 
Note that if PI = P then (& 9’) is a cohereditary torsion theory and (9,, 9,) is a 
hereditary torsion theory. . 
Let %(M):HomR(P,M)@sP+M bedefined by %(M)(Cf@P)=xf(P)and 
q(N): N+HomR(P,N Bs P) by (q(N)(n))p = n @p. Then the next lemma is 
easy to prove. 
Lemma 3.5. For UN M E Mod-R, Hom(Y, a(M)) 0 7 (HomR (P, M)) = lHomR(P.MI, 
and for all N E Mod-S, 8(N Bs P) l (q (IV) @ P) = lNasP. 
Proposition 3.6. Let PI = P. Then %(N Q&P) and q (HomR(P, M)) are isomor- 
phisms for all N E Mod-S clnd M E Mod-R. 
Proof. Let M E Mod-R, then by Lemma 3.5, HomR (P, HomR (P, M)& P) = 
HomR (P, M)@ K, where K = Ker(Hom(P, ‘Z(M))), Let f E K and for a fixed 
PEP, f(p)=Z:fi@pi. Then Xfi(pi)=O. Let (q,p’)EI, then 
f(p)(q9p’)= (C &@Pi)(%P’)= C fi@[PiyqlP’ 
Therefore 0 = f(P)1 = f(H) = f(P). Hence .f = 0, whkh implies K = 0. Thus 
q (HomR (P, M)) is an isomorphism. 
Next let N E Mod-S, then by Lemma 3.6, Mompz (P, N as P)@s P z 
N&P@L, where L = er(%( N ms P)). Thus it is ficient to prove that kl = 0. 
Let x =Zfiapi E L, th xfi(pi)=O in N&P. nce for (4, pP E 4 
x(49p)= fi @pi(q,p)= 
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Therefore LI = 0. 
The next lemma is important in this paper. 
Lemma 3.7. Let f : As + BS be a monomorphism and g : MR =-+ NR an epimorphism. 
Then (Ker(f @ P))I = 0 and (Cok(Hom(P, g)))J = 0. 
Proof. For any q E Q, define a Z-homomorphism 
&B&P-,B via (2 b@p)d =c b[p,q]. 
An easy verification shows tha*. ‘1 is well defined. Suppose that 2 f(a) @p = 0 in 
BQPsP,thenbytheabove,for;,llqEQ,~f(a)[p,q]=O.LnthiscaseI:a[p,q]-O 
since f is a monomorphism. Thus for (q, p’) E I, 
(z a@p)(q,p’)=): a@EP9qlP’= c a[p,ql@P 
=0 in A&P. 
Therefore (Ker(P@ P))I = 0. 
Next let h E Horn&P, IV). Then for p’E P, 
(hIP9 mP’) = Mm9 P’)) = hW(q9 P’)* 
Since h(p) E IV, there exists m E 1M such that g(m) = h(p). Thus 
(hEp,ql)(P’) = g(m)(q, P’) = so&P’))* 
Hence h [p, q] = g l m (q, - ). Therefore Cok(Hom(P, g))J = 0. 
The next corollary has been proved by Fuller [4] in the case of S = End(PR) not 
supposing PI = P. 
Corollary 3.8. Let PI = P and Gen(P& = & be closed under submodules, then SP 
<fS pat. 
The original of the next lemma has been obtained by McMaster [9], and the 
author owes the simpler proof to M. Sato. 
Lemma 3.9. Let & be any bimodule such that UI = U and UR is I-projective. Then 
for any N E od-S, N Bs U is I -projective. 
be exact in wit 
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Horns (N, HomR (U, X)) = Horn (N, HmR ( u, X”)). 
Thus by the adjointness of Horn-fun&or and tensor-functor, HomR(N @S U, X) s 
Ho& (N ms U, X”). This proves that N @ U is I-projective. 
Proposition 3.10. Let PI = P. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) PR is J-projective. 
(2) SP is J-flat. 
(3) HomR (P, M)S is J-injective for all M E Mod-R. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Let 0 -+ YA-, Ys-, Yg-+O be exact with Y”J = 0. Then in the 
induced sequence O-, K + Y’& P + Y BS P + 0, KI = 0 by Lemma 3.7. By the 
preceding lemma Y Bs P is I-projective. Hence the sequence splits. Therefore 
K ‘= 0. 
(2) + (3). Let M E Mod-R and 0 + Y+ Ys-, Yz+O be exact with Y’J = 0. 
Then by the assumption, Y’&P= Y&P. Let f: y~‘+HOmR(P,M) be a 
homomorphism. Then a routine verification shows that she composition 
Y’-,HomR(P, Y’~,P)-,HO~R(P,HO~R(P,M)Q~~P) 
I 
Hom(P,ZS(M)) 
Horn2 (EM) 
is coincident with fi On the other hand HomR (P, Y’& P) z HomR (P, Y @IS P). 
Therefore we have a commutative diagram 
(-)+ y' - y_, y”+o 
I I 
HOXllR (P, Y’ @s P) = HOI& (P, Y @s P) 
I 
HOIllR (P, HOIllR (.p, bf) @s P) = H0II-h (p, M). 
Thus HomR(P, M) is J-injecaive. 
(3) * (1). Let 0 --, X’ --j X -3 X”+ 0 be exact with X’I = 0. Then we have a 
lit exact sequence 
O+Homk(P,X)+ omR (P, x”) + Y + 0 
since HomR(P, X) is &injective and YJ = 0 by Lemma 3.7. On the other hand it is 
easy to see that HomR(P, M) E 9& for all M E Mod-R. ence Y = 0. This proves 
that PR is I-projective. 
and 
S 1 AnnN (J) = 0 and Ns is J-injective}. 
is I-projective} and JZJ = {N E Mod- 
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Theorem 3.11. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) P E C&. 
(2) Im( - @s P) = 6,. 
(3) HomR (P, - ) and ( - Bs P) induce an equivalence 
a, - Im(Hom* (P, - )). 
(4) 8(M) : HomR(P, M)Q5 P --) M is the I-colocnlization of M for all M E 
Mod-R. 
(5) JP = P and sP is J-fiat. 
(6) Im(HomR (P, - )) = 9,. 
(7) HomR(P, - ) and ( - Bs P) induce an equivalence 
Xm( - @P j - 2&. 
(8) q (IV) : N -+ HomR (P, N @ P) is the J-localization of N for all N E Mod-S. 
Proof. (I) + (4). By Lemma 3.9, HomR (P, M) &P is I-projective. Thus it is 
suficient to show that Ker(%(M’i)l = 0. But this is clear by the well known method. 
(4) _ (3). By the assumpt P. Thus by Proposition 3.6, HomR (P, - ) 
and ( - &P) induce an equivalence between Im( - &P) and Im(HomR (P, - )). In 
this case clearly Im( - Bs P) = a,. 
(3) * (2). Clear from Proposition 3.6. 
(2) -4 (I). By the assumption, P = S @P E & 
(1) CLLI (5). Already proved in Proposition 3.10. 
To prove the latter equivalence, we need a lemma. 
Lemma 3.12. If one of (6), (7) or (8) in Theorem 3.11 holds, then .TP = P holds. 
Pnof. Let E = End(PR), then EJ CJE holds. In fact, let e E E, then 
= ([e(P),qk)@)); 
Hence EJ’ CJIE CJE. 
Let (6) hold. By the assumption, HomR(P,(E/.TE)QPsP)E%. Let f E 
HomRQP,(E/JE)@sP) and for a fixed p E P, f(p)=X&@Pi, where e”i=ei +JE. 
Then 
Cf[P9ql)(P’)=fOJ)(q9P’)= (Z a6Pi)(q.p’) 
hus HomR (P, (E/A!?) 
Let (7) hold. 
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Let (8) hold. Since W/./E E %, L(E/JE) = 0, where L is the J-localization 
functor. Hence HomR (f, (E/JE) Bs P) = 0, i.e. (E/JE) gs P = 0. 
Therefore in any case we obtain the commutative diagram 
JEP - EP 
with the upper row and columns exact. Thus JP = I? 
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 3.11. (5) _) (8). Since .W = P, 
HomR(P, M) E 9, for all 1M E Mod-R. Thus in particulan HomR (P, N &P) E 9_, 
for all N E Mod-S. By Proposition 3.10, HomR (P, N as P) is J-injective. Therefore 
it is sufficient to show that Kerq (N) E gJ and Cokq (N) E 9,. Let x E N such that 
x@p=O in N@P for all PEP. For any qEQ. let &N&P-N be a 
Z-homomorphism defined in Lemma 3.7. Then for any p E andqEQ,x[p,q]= 
0. Thus XJ = 0, which implies Ker q(N) E 9”. Next ‘et f E HomR (P, N @P) and 
for a fixed p E P, f(p) = C ni @pi. Then 
Cf[P,ql)(P’)=f(F)(q,P’)= (C Iti @Pi)(qyP’) 
Since X ni [pi, q] E N, f [p, q] E Im q (N). Thus Cok q(N) E 9,. 
(8) + (7) + (6). Clear from Proposition 3.6. 
(6) + (5). This is also clear from Proposition 3.10. 
4. Colocalization of a ring 
In this section ($9) means a cohereditary torsion theory. Let @ be the 
colocalization functor (with respect o (9,9)), t a torsion functor and for the rest of 
this paper I_C : AR + RR the colocalization of the ring R. And we shall constantly 
use I to be an idempotent ideal of R associated with the TTF-class 9. tr(MR) 
means the trace ideal of 1M in R. 
. tr(&) = I. 
I Ctr&) since the image of the inclusion map is contained in tr(I&. 
Let f : IR -+ RR be given. Then f(1) = f(H) = f(I)1 C I since I is a two sided ideal 
Hence tr&) = I. 
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By Lemma 4.1,4! is a class of modules which are homomorphic images of direct 
sums of copies of &. 
Proposition 4.2. tr(A,) = I. 
Proof. Since p : AR --, RR is the colocalization of R, it is clear that Inn(p) = I. 
Hence tr(&) 1 I, On the other hand AR is a homomorphic image of @ &, therefore 
tr(A,) C tr(&). Hence tr(AR) = 1. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (SP,+ ,Qs) be a Morita context. Then Q BS P is a ring and 
( - , - ): Q Bs P --) R is a rin,g and bimodule homomorphism. 
Proof. Define the product in Q Bs P via 
(q@p)‘(q’%w)= m3P(q’,P’) 
= &.4q’l@p’* 
Then a routine verification shows that this product is well defined and (- , - ) is a 
ring and bimodule homomqhism. 
Theorem 4.4. A has structures of a ring and a R -R-bimodule canonically such that 
the homomorphism p is a rinG% and bimodule homomorphism. 
Proof. Let PR be a torsion and codivisible module such that tr(PR) = I. (Such a 
module exists by Proposition 4.2). Let S = End(PR), then by Theorem 3.11, for any 
M E Mod-R, the colocalization of M is given -by 8(M) : HomR (P, M) BS P --, M. 
In particular A = HomR(P, R)&P. Then lu. = 8(R) is nothing but a pairing of the 
derived context of PR. Hence by Lemma 4.3, A has a structure of a ring and a 
bimodule and is a ring and bimodule homomorphism. 
Theorem 4.5. Let cc’ : A k-3) RR be another colocalization of R and suppose that A ’ 
has structures of a ring and a bimodule such that p’ is a ring and bimodule 
homomorphism. By Corollary 1.4, there exists a unique isomorphism f : AR --) A & 
such that the diagram of right R-modules and R-homomorphisms 
RR 
is commutative. In this case f is necessarily a ring and bimodule isomorphism. 
Let h E A be fixed and define q 
-homomorphism, q is also a 
f (Ah ‘) - f (A)f (A ‘). 
is easy to see that 
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Im(q) CKer($), and this fact implies q = 0 since Im(q) is torsion and Ker($) is 
torsion-free. Thus f is a ring homomorphism. For the bimodule homomorphism, 
the proof is similar. 
Proposition 4.6. For the ring A and the canonical homomorphism p : A ---) W, 
Ah’= p(joh’= &(A’) for all h,A’EA. 
Proof. The proof is completely similar to that of Theorem 4.5, so it is omitted. 
Corollary 4.7. A * = A. 
Proposition 4.8. If R is commutative A is also commutative. 
Proof. For a fixed r E R, define q : A --) A via q(A ) = Ar - rA. This is a R- 
homomorphism, because 
q(hr’) = Ar’r - rhr’ = Arr’- rhr’ 
= q(A)r’. 
Thus q = 0 since Im(q) CKer(p). Hence for all A E A and r E R,, rA = Ar. 
Therefore for all A, A’ E A, 
AA’= p:(A)A’= Alp(A) = A’A 
by Proposition 4.6. 
Theorem 4.9. For any M E Mod-R, 
f:M@RA+M (f(c mOA)=C mp!A)) 
is the colocalization of M. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9,1M &A is codivisible. On the other hand Im(f) = .&+ (A ) = 
MI = t(M), hence it is sufficient to show that Ker(f)l = 0. Let x m @A E Ker(f), 
i.e. c mt_c (A) = 0. Let x E f, then there exists A ’ E A such that p (A ‘) = X. Therefore 
by Proposition 4.6, 
m@A)x==Cm@Ap(A’)= m @w(A)A’ 
= 2 mp(A)@A’= 0. 
ence Ker(f)I == 0, 
y the above theorem, we have obtained another proof o Proposition 1 l 9. 
Let (SF, 9) be the hereditary torsion theory corresponding to the TTF-class 9. 
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And let L be the localization functor with respect o (SF, 9). We denote @ a 
colocalization subcategory ofMod-R, i.e. E = (M E Mod-R 1 C(M) = M}, and 9 a 
localization subcategory ofMod-R with respect o ($,a). Also we denote Mod-A 
a category of right A-modules. 
We have a following diagram of categories and functors (cf. [12, p. 381). 
where 
r : forgetful functcar 
i : inclusion functor 
+*: naturally induced from +. 
Note that ia = C and ai s 16. 
Theorem 4.10. a is right adjoint of i. 
Roof. Let M EE 65, N E Mod-R and f : C(N)+ N be the colocalization. The 
exact sequence O+Ker(f)* C(N)+ t(N)-+0 induces HomR(M, C(N))= 
HomR(M, t(N)). And the exact sequence O-, t(N)+ N --, N/t(N)+0 induces 
HomR(M, t(N)) = HomR(M, N). Hence HomR(M, C(N)) = HomR(M, N). 
Corollary 4.11. i is right exact and a is exact. 
Proof. By the above theorem, i is right exact and a is left exact. On the other hand 
C is right exact, hence a is exact. 
Corolla .12. Let f be a morphism in E. Then f is a monomorphism in 6Z if and 
only if Ker(i cf)) E 5 
3. G has arbitrary direct sums, direct products, direct limits and 
inverse limits. 
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Proof. Let M, fZ @& then it is easy to see that @ Mk = a($ i(M,)) and n A& = 
cu(n i(Mp)). If U&} is a direct (inverse) system in a, then it is also easy to see that 
lim,A& = a(Iim_, i(M,)) (Iim,M, = a (lim, i(Mp))), 
Theorem 4.14. JiS is a Grothendieck category. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.11 and the above proposition, it is clear that 6 is an abelian 
category with a generator A. Thus it is sufficient to prove that direct limits are exact. 
Right exactness is obvious. On the other hand 9 is closed under direct sums and 
factor modules, hence by Corollary 4.12, direct limits are exact. 
By Theorem 4.14, G is equivalent to a quotient category of some module 
category. And the next theorem is an interesting example of such an equivalence. 
Theorem 4.15. The funcfors Hom(&, - ) and ( - gR A ) induce an equivalence 
Hom(AR.-) 
Q-rp. 
(-@RA ) 
Proof. We define the Morita cckntext ( A R R, RAR). First we define the pairing 
( -9- ) 1 = - , --]:A @RA +I? via (h,h’)=p(Ah’) for all A,A’EA. The well- 
definedness is easy to prove. Then 
(A,A’)A”‘= p(AA’)A”= Ah’j~(h”) 
= Ap (A ‘)p (A ‘) = Ap (A 'A ‘) 
= A (A ‘, A “) 
by Propositior,” 4.6. Thus (A, A ) is a Morita context. It is clear that the trace ideal is 
equal to I. Hence by Theorem 3.11, HOm(AR, - ) and ( - & A ) induce an 
equivalence between & and 9. 
Again we consider the TTF-theory (9, %), (9,9). Let v : R + r be the 
localization of ~2 with respect to (s, 9). Then the’ following theorem is very 
interesting. 
Theorem 4.16. g : M + HomR (A, M) (g(m)(A) = mp (A)) is the bCdiZa?iOn of r‘t 
with respect to (9,3) for all M E Mod-R. And r s End(AR) as rings aV d 
bimodules. 
roof. Let t’ be a torsion functor with respect to (9,9). m E Ker 
ml = 0 iff m E t’(M). Hence Ker(g) = t’(M). Let f E HOm&i, 
Then it is easy to see that fp(A) = g(f(A)). ence Cok(g) (Z Z Sin 
is torsion-free divisible with respect to ( 9), g is the localiz 
Theorem3.11, q(R):R+HomR(A,R&A)~Es (AR) is the localization of 
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And a routine verification shows that q(R) is a ring,:and bimodule homomorphism, 
In general the analogue of Theorem 4.5 holds, thus r = End(&) as rings and 
bimodules. 
5 TTFtheory, coiocalization and localization 
In this section we consider the TTF-theory (9, 9), (9,9). Let t, t’ be torsion 
functors with respect o (9, .9), (9,9) respectively and other notations the same as 
in Section 4. 
Theorem 5.1. The followig conditions are equivalent. 
(.%, 9) is hereditary. 
R (R/I) iS fkt. 
t is left exact. 
There exists a genemtor P of 4 such that p E p1 for all p E P. 
9 c9. 
Every module in 9 is codivisible, i.e. 9 = G. 
Mom(AR, - ) and (- ‘$&A) induce an equivalence 4 - 2. 
t = c. 
Proof. The equivalence (l)-(3) is we11 known (see [l]). 
(2) * (4). Clear. 
(4) _) (1). Let M E 9 and E (M)R be the injective envelope. Suppose 
E(M) gZ 9. Then there exists x E E(M) such that xl# 0. Thus there exist 
f E HomR (P, I) and p E P such that xf(p) # 0. Hence there exists i E I such that * 
0 # xf(pi) E M since E(M) is an essential extension of. M. By the assumption, 
A41 = 0, But xf (pi) E xf (pi)1 since pi E piL This contradicts MI = 0, Therefore 
(9,s) is hereditary. 
(1) + (5). Let M E JJ. Then every submodule of M is in .%. Hence t’(M) = 0, 
i.e. M E 9. 
(5) + (1). Let M E ,% and K be any submodule of M. Then by the assumption, 
K/t(K) E 9. Therefore K = t(K) E .%. 
(1) + (6). Let M E 9 and f : C(M)* M be the colocalization. Then it is clear 
that Kerff) = 0. Hence f is an isomorphsim. 
(6) a (7). Clear from Theorem 3.11 and 4.15. 
(6) + (8). This is also clear. 
(8) * (1). Suppose t = C. Let M E 9 and K be any submodule of M. By the 
assumption, the foilowing exact sequence splits. 
Hence K/t(K) = 0, i.e. K = t(K). 
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Remark. In the preceding theorem, the equivalence (1) (4) and (5) has been 
proved first by T. Kato. The author is grateful to M. Sato for the proof of 
(4) - (I) =+ (6). 
By the above theorem, t is an exact functor if and only if t is left exact. And if 
R (R/I) is flat , J is also flat. But we can prove the more general case. 
Proposition 5.2. Let I be a left ideal of R. If R(R/I) is flat, RI is also flat. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence O-, I --) R -*R/I + 0. Then we obtain the 
exact sequence 
Tor?(M, R/I)+Torr(M, I)+TorF(M, R). 
On the other hand TorF(M, R/I) = Torr(M, R) = 0. Hence TorF(M, I) = 0. 
Proposition 5.3. Let (&, RQS) be a Morita context with frace ideals I C R and J C S 
respectively and suppose PI = P. Then 
(a) SP is fiat if and only if hmR (P, - ) BS P is left exact. 
(b) PR is projective if and only if HomR (P, - BS P) is right exact. 
Proof. (a) If SP is flat then clearly HomR (P, - )&P is left exact. 
Conversely suppose that HomR(P, - )@s P is left exact. Let O-, As + Bs be 
exact. Then by Lemma 3.7, in the following exact sequence, KI = 0. 
Hence HomR(P, K) = 0. Thus we obtain a commutative diagram 
1 
o-a- A @A’ 
where rows are exact and columns are isomorphisms by Proposition 3.6. Hence 
K =o. 
(b) If PR is projective then clearly HomR(P, - Qps P) is right exact. 
Conversely suppose that HomR(P, - &P) is right exact. Let XR + YR+ 0 be 
exact. Then by Lemma 3.7, in the following exact sequence, NJ = 0. 
HOmR(P,x)+HOmR(P, Y)+N-*o. 
Hence N @ P = 0. Thus we obtain a commutative diagram 
HomR(P,HomR(P,X)@kP)-*HomR(PFHomR(P,~Y)&P)+O 
1 I 
]HOmR (p, x) --__3 
where rows are exact and columns are isomorphisms by Proposition 3.6. Hence 
lV =o. 
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Let M E Mod-R and T = tr(M& 
Inition 5.1. MR is self-codivisible if MT = M and MR is T-projective. 
. We denote 8’ as a class of all self-codivisible modules. Then we can classify % 
into equivalence classes by defining the equivalence relation such as: 
For M, N E Z, .W - N iff tr(&) = tr(&). It is clear that there is a 1-l 
correspondence b tween %‘/ - and the set of idempotent ideals of R. Let J be an 
idempotent ideal of R, then we shall denote 
%J ={MEX(W(M~)=J}. 
Note that: (1) Every prcyjective module is in Z’. 
(2) %& is a class of al ’ generators of Mod-R. 
(3) Sk!3 is closed under direct sums. 
Cm~Dmy 5.4. l%e folio-wing statements for the cohereditary torsion theory (9,s) are 
equivalent. 
(1) i is an exact fumtor. 
(2) C is an exact functor. 
(3) Rri is flat. 
(4) For a11 M E Z”, EnuzWdM is flat. 
(5) There exists M E S& such that End(Mk;lTM is fiat. 
Proof. Almost clear. 
Example. Let R be regular (in the sense of Von Neumann) and P E Mod-R such 
that PI = P, where I = tr( PR). Then since R (R /I) is flat, by Theorem 5.1 and 
Corollary 5.4, Sp is flat. (In this case PR is necessarily self-codivisible). 
In order to dualize the preceding corollary we need a lemma. 
Lemma 5.5. Let P E A Then if PR is &fiat, PR is I-projective. 
Proof. The exact sequence O-+ I --) R -+ R/I + 0 induces P mR I = P & R = P. 
And the exact sequence 0+ Ker(p)-* A 4 I + 0 induces P & A = P & 1 since 
IKer(p) = 0 by Proposition 4.6, Fence PR is I-projective. 
CoroNmy 5~5. Let (SPRY &&) be a Morita context with trace ideals I CR and J C S 
respectively and suppose PI = P. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(I) PR is I-projective. 
(2) SP is J-flat. 
(3) $ is J-projective. 
(4) PR is I-flat. 
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Proof. Clear by the preceding lemma and by Proposition 3.10. 
Now we can dualize Corollary 5.4. 
Corollary 5.7, Let i’ : 9 --, Mod-R be the inclusion functor. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) i’ is an exact funcfor. 
(2) L is an exact functor. 
(3) AR is projective. 
(4) For all self -codivisible modules RQ such that tr(RQ) = I, QEndtRQj is projective. 
(5) There exists a self-codivisible module RQ satisfying the condition of (4). 
Proof. (1) + (2) * (3) is clear. 
(3) + (4). Let S = End(RQ) and J C S be the trace ideal of the deriSed context 
of RQ. Then by Corollary 5.6, QS is J-projective. Hence by Theorem 3.11, 
Horn& - ) s Horns (Q, - QpR Q). Therefore QS is projective by Proposition 5.6. 
(4) * (5) * (2) is clear. 
(2) * (1). Let X -+ X”-, 0 be exact in 9. And let i’(X)-, i’(X”)-* N -+ 0 be 
exact in Mod-R. Then it is clear that N E 9. Since L is exact, the sequence 
Li’(X)+ Li’(X”)-, L(N)+ 0 is exact. Hence we obtain the commutative diagram 
L i’(X)+ L i’(X”)-+O 
i’(X)-* i ‘(Xl’) + N -+ 0 
with rows exact and columns isomorphisms since L(N) = 0. Therefore N = 0, 
which implies that i’ is exact. (Note that i’ is generally left exact). 
Recall that p : A -3 R is the colocalization of R with respect to ($9) &e. the 
I-colocalization of R,) and v : R --) r is the Iocalization of R with respect to 
(q 9) (i.e. the I-localization of RR). By Theorem 4.16, we can put r = End(&)- 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
where 
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FW@m)=~ ww 
Pw~OO(~) = wade 
H(M)(m)=m@ lr 
Q(M)(z m@W)=c m@w(A) 
(w(c. m @A))(A’)= c mlu(AA’) 
(ww( c m w))(A)= c W(Y(A)) 
for all m EM, A,A’EA ar&,d y Er. 
Note that P(M) is the colwalization of M and G(M) is the localization of M. 
Theomn 53. P(M) is the L olocalization of HomR (A, M) and the localization of 
M&A. * 
Proof. Let x m QP A E KerY(M). Then for any A’ E A, x mp (AA’) = 0. Hence 
(I: m3+w)= m@p(A)A’= x mp(A)@h’=O. 
Therefore Ker!?‘(M) E S. Next let f E Horn&I, M) and A E A. Then since 
A2 = A, there exist. Ai, Ai such that A s AlA i + l l l + A,A k. Put f(Ai) =: mi. Then 
V;u(A))(A’) = fww) 
= hp(AI)+ -8. + m,p(AL)}p(A') 
=(?P(M)(m@Ai+ l 0. +m”@Ak))(A’). 
Therefore Cok P(M) E 5 This proves the theorem. 
The method of the proof of the next lemma is similar to that of the above 
theorem, so it is omitted. 
Lemma 5.9. Cok @(M) E 9 and Ker 0(M) E S 
Proposition 5.10. a(M) is the colocalization of M & r and 8 (M) is the localization 
of M@J’- 
Proof. This is the corollary of Theorem 5.8 and Lemma 5.9. 
Proposition 5.11. 8 : (- &I’)+ Hom(AR, - ) is a natural equivalence if and only if 
AR is finiteZy generated projective. 
. See 212, p. 73, Theorem 13.11 and note that AR is projective if and only if the 
inclusion functor .S -+ Mod-R is exact. 
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Theorem 5.12. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) 41 is closed under factor modules. 
(2) I’(M) is an epimorphism for all M E Mod-R. 
(3) Y”(A) is an epimorphism. 
(4) I= eR for an idempotent ideal of R. 
(5) 9 CA 
Remark. The equivalence between (1) and (5) has first been proved by Miller [lo] 
and the equivalence between (1) and (4) is proved in [l]. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Clear from Theorem 5.8. 
(2) + (3). Trivial. 
(3) + (4). Let Ai, A: be such that Y(A )(Ey=I Ai 8 A :) = lr. Then 
VP (xy=, AiA:) = lr, SO put e = p (xy=, Aih :). Then (1 - e) E Ker(v) E Z , Hence 
(1- e)I = 0. Thus I = eR and e is an idempotent of R. 
(4) =+ (l), (5). Let M E 9 and m E M. Then since m (1 - e)R E 9, m = me. 
This fact implies that 9 is closed under factor modules. MI = M is obvious. Hence 
9 0. 
(5) + (2). Clear -from Theorem 5.8. 
Corollary 5.13 (Kurata). If n > 4, every n-fold torsion theory has length 2. 
Proof. Let ( TI, 7& 7’& T4, T5) be a 5-fold torsion theory. By Theorem 5.1, T2 C T4 
and by the above theorem, T4 C T2. Hence Tz = T4, which implies TI = T3. 
Proposition 5.14. Let J = Ann(&). Then 4 is a TTF-class if and only if I + J = R. 
Proof. Suppose 4 is a TTF-class. Let T be an idempotent ideal associated with 9. 
Let (9,9) be the torsion theory associated with 4. Then since 9 is also a TTF-class, 
4 Cy by Theorem 5.12. Hence (R/l)T = R/l. Therefore I + T = R. On the other 
hand clearly T CJ. Hence I + .I = R. 
Conversely suppose that I+ 9 = R. Then it is sufficient to show that M E 9 if 
and only if MJ = 0. MJ = 0 is obvious if M E 45. Let M E Mod-R and MJ = 0. 
Then M = M(I + J) = MI E 4. Therefore 9 is a TTF-class. 
Lemma 5.15. Let P E 9 and tr(PR) = I. Then Ann(PR) = Ann(&). 
Proof. 0 bvious. 
Theorem 5.16. For a TTF-theory (.%, S), (9,9), the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) $ = 9. 
(2) The colocalization with respect to {(la, 9) coincides with the localization with 
respect to (g, 9). 
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(3) For any P E $ such that tr(PR) = I, the following conditions hold. 
(a) sP is finitely generated (projective), where S = End(PR). 
(b) Ann(PR) n I = 0. 
(c) For any p E P, p E PI. 
(4) There exists P E 4; satisfying the condition in (3). 
(S) R = I + Ann(IR). 
(6) A 3 ln* 
Proof. (1) + (2). Clear from Theorem 5.8. 
(2) =+ (6). Since A --) r = End(&) (A t+ {A’ H Ah ‘}) is the colocalizatidn of r 
and the localization of A, A =” r Hence A 3 14. 
(6) + (5). First we prove that I = eR, where e is a central idempotent. Put 
e=Cc(ln).Thenitisclearthatfor;lnyrE1;re=er=r,henceI=le=Re=el= 
eR. Thus e is a central idempoten . Then it is clear that Ann(&) = (1- e)R. 
(5) + (3). Le; P E 9 such th-n tr(PR) = I. 
(a) Since HomR (P, P) = HomeR rip, P) and PeR is a generator of Mod-eR, sP is 
finitely generated projective. 
(b) Clear by Lemma 5.15. 
(c) This is also clear since ($,9) is hereditary. 
(3) =+ (4). Obvious. 
(4) =+ (5). Let P = SpI + l l l + Spn and e E I be such that pie = pi for i = 
1 , . . ., r,. Then it is clear that for anj’ p E P, pe = p. Moreover for any p E P and 
r E R, pre = pr = per. Hence re - er E Ann(P&. Thus by (b), e is a central 
idempotent. If r E I, re = r since I is a homomorphic image of a direct sum of 
copies of PR. Hence I=eR. 
(5) + (1). Bv Theorem 5.12, 9 CA Let I = eR. Then R/I = (1- e)R, hence 
R (1 *- e)R is projective since e is central. Hence by Theorem 5.1,9 C 9. Therefore 
9 = 9. 
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